
Fitting Vertical Blinds

Parts supplied as standard

1. Fitting the valance clips (optional)

Prior to fitting the heardrail, install the valance onto it.  In case of 
inside recess, the valance will be impossible to fit once the headrail in 

place. 

Simply clip one bracket at each end of the valance as shown in the 
picture and space evenly the remaining brackets between the first 

two. 
Once the valance brackets are clipped onto the headrail, follow the 

instructions for fitting the headrail against the window.
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2. Fitting the headrail
According to the mounting position you have decided on, face fix or top fix brackets will be supplied.

2a. Face Fix for fitting against the wall

A type brackets will be supplied. Screw the brackets into 
position at equal distances from the end of the headrail.

A. Tilt and place the headrail inside the brackets ensuring 

that it is secured. 
B. Push it vertically and screw it in at the front. 

Notice: we recommend that the distance from between 

the brackets does not exceed 600mm.

For standard headrail

For headrail with valance

2b. Top Fix for fitting to the ceiling

B type brackets will be supplied. Position the brackets to 
the ceiling keeping at least a 50mm distance from the 

window handle enabling the louvers to hang freely. Place 
the brackets at equal distances of at most 600mm apart.

Tilt the headrail and hook it on the front of the brackets. 

Press the headrail back to click into position and push the 
tab to release it. 

For standard headrail

For headrail with valance
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3. Fitting the Valance

Align the valance with the headrail in such a way 
that the valance is at the same level as the clips.

Press the valance to the headrail clicking every clip 

of the headrail into the valance.

4. Fitting the Tie Down Clip 

Position the tie down cleat against the wall so as to 
completely stretch the chain. Secure the chain 

around the device making sure it does not hang 
freely. Screw the tie down cleat into place.

Both the chain and the cord can be ran through the 

Tie Down Clip.

Operating Vertical Blinds

Use the chain controls to tilt the louvers and the
cord controls to open and close the blind.


